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 @gmail.com Once you have done this, you need to hit the 'boot' key, and the 'c' key, and select a language to boot. You will
then be asked to select whether you want to create an LVM volume group, with a partition for swap, root and home partitions.
You then select a disk to use as the swap partition. Then select an LVM partition (for you home partition), and another LVM

partition for the root partition. You then select how much space you want on the root partition. You can adjust the swap
partition if you need. Then select the encryption you want to use for the drive. The drive will then be prepared for you to make
the file system. 5. Create file systems for root and home. As you have 2 lvms, you will need to create 2 file systems. Select 'File
System' on the 'Gparted' drive. For this tutorial, I will use ext4 (an example of file system used in linux.) You will then see the
file system for root. You can resize it (shrink) to take up as much space as needed. For the swap, you can select either a swap

partition (easier) or an swap file. (the way that most linux machines have it.) The swap should be at least 4 times the size of the
RAM. (2GB of swap for 2GB of RAM. 6. Setup the bootloader. You will be presented with the 'Bootloader' to select the drive
to boot. For the ext4 file system, it defaults to '/dev/sda3'. Your home drive will also have a default drive. (It will be selected as
'/dev/sda1'.) Now, you can go back to your 'Gparted' partition, and just leave it in this state. 7. Install the bootloader. You now

need to reinstall the grub bootloader to the drive selected. Hit the 'e' key to edit the 'System' configuration. Select the 'title' at the
top, then select the drive you want to boot from. You will also need to select the drive for the 'root' partition. Hit 'e' to edit the

'title' name. 82157476af
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